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This book is in quite good condition. But the logistics was incredibly, amazingly, epically, unbelievably, magically, astonishingly, horribly and etc... SLOW. Though having known the USPS could be very slow in the US, it still shocked me. If you want to buy the book, make sure you place the order at least half an month in advance.

This is a pretty fantastic case book -- for once, a law tome designed to help students understand rather than to befuddle them by making them think hard without providing guidance on what and how to do the thinking. This book includes notes AHEAD of cases so that you can consider them while you read the case and see how the case might be significant to the overall body of law. Most other books include these kind of prompts after the case, when students are trying to wrap up and may already have skimmed over some case detail critical to assessing the note.

It’s useful for all of those attorneys NOT practicing civil law (basically, everyone not here in Louisiana). Pretty generic stuff, but I learned a great deal from reading it.

After reading the first few pages, the text seems to be well written and easy to understand the material.

Light marking but it wasn’t distracting

Illogically organized.

Great!!!!
It's a nice book but personally I think there is too much cases and sometimes ignore to conclude a theory.
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